
 
October 14, 2021 

From the Media Desk of the Fraser Valley Soccer League… 

A belated Happy Thanksgiving to all those in the Fraser Valley Soccer League.  While the Masters 

divisions may have had the weekend off, there was a feast of football on tap for everyone else, including 

the FVSL’s top sides in the FVSL Premier Division.  The second week of league play brought with is some 

fascinating results, so head on over to the FVSL Premier Review to catch up on all the action! 

Four different scorers were on target for Division 1 leaders Tzeachten FC and Jonathan Vugteveen 

recorded his division leading third clean sheet as Tzeachten made it a perfect five wins from five with a 

4-0 success against Premier Academy U21, maintaining their spot atop the table.  Adam Hajdecki had a 

brace for TWU Spartans B as they stayed within touching distance at the top of the with a 6-1 drubbing 

of Abbotsford United C that keeps TWU unbeaten and just two points back of Tzeachten.  North Delta 

SC NEWWAY jumped up the table as they edged 2-1 TSS FC Rovers II U21 meaning that North Delta 

leapfrogged TSS into third place.  Elsewhere Surrey United SC B beat Juba FC 2-0 and Port Moody 

Piranhas were 3-2 winners over Surrey United SC Reds U21 thanks largely to a brace by Ben Livesey.  

The standout performance from the weekend, however, likely belongs to veteran Azad Palani who 

rolled back the clock for Langley United B and scored a hat-trick in a 3-1 win over FC Tigers Vancouver B 

to help Langley record their first win of the campaign.   

Both of the Division 2 leaders, Abbotsford United B and North Surrey Mustangs A, will be thankful to 

have maintained their perfect records after close calls over the holiday weekend.  In Group A, Abby 

edged Ridge Meadows SC United 2-1 thanks to goals from Amrit Sidhu and Taranjit Bagri.  Ridge 

Meadows had looked as though they might be Abbotsford’s top competition in Group A, but after 

suffering back-to-back losses they have fallen back to the pack and sit six points back.  Also six points 

back in 2A are Mission SC A thanks to a 9-1 throttling of Aldergrove United Highlanders that featured a 

hat-trick by Dan Hill.  Over in 2B, North Surrey edged Surrey FC Punjab 3-2 with Golden Boot leader 

Joao Victor Carvalho scoring a brace and Raman Almahid adding a goal.  They too appear to have 

broken away at the top of the table, although Surrey United SC C and Coastal FC are lurking and hoping 

to stay close enough to make things interesting.  Seth Hayward and Mandeep Sara both had braces for 

Coastal in an entertain 4-3 win over Langley United Dragons.  Meanwhile, it was Tyler Walters leading 

the way for Surrey with two goals in their 4-0 win against Langley United Young Guns. 

The big result of the weekend in Division 3 came in 3B where we now have new leaders.  Langley United 

C toppled previously leaders Pacific United FC 5-2 to vault over them and into first place.  Jesse 

Reynolds did the heavy lifting for Langley, scoring twice, as his side have now won four games on the 

spin and are enjoying the view from the top.  3B also saw another top performance, albeit at the other 

end of the table.  Admire Musarurwa scored a hat-trick and led North Surrey Mustangs B to their first 

win of the campaign with a 5-1 success over North Delta SC Royals.  On the other side, in 3A, Langley 

United Impact did just enough to stay top, winning a close game 3-2 over Tri-City FC A.  Hot on their 

heels, though, are Ridge Meadows SC Misfits who sit just one point back of the Impact after five 

different goal scorers led them to a 5-1 win over local rivals Ridge Meadows SC Wolves U21. 

Our Match of the Week this weekend was in Division 4 and it was Poco FC Pacific who reigned supreme 

over Abbotsford Phoenix and now sit alone atop the 4A table.  Poco left Abby to try and rise from the 
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ashes after a convincing 4-0 win that featured two goals by Danny Scaglione as well as, perhaps 

predictably, a goal from Golden Boot leader Andre Blakeman.  The scoring was rounded out by Eric 

Gilboe while Sebastian Silva Madrigal chalked up a fourth clean sheet of the season.  Meanwhile, 

Abbotsford’s loss means that Poco FC Athletic have now jumped into second place following their 2-1 

win over Xwelmexw FC B.  Goals by Allan Cruikshank and Warren Khellher secured the win as Athletic 

look to chase down their local rivals Pacific at the top.  Things are just as tight in 4B where three teams 

sit on nine points.  North Delta SC 91’s won their local derby over North Delta SC United SJ 4-2 while 

WRU Cloverdale FC B were 4-1 winners over Surrey FC United.  That pulled both those sides level with 

Grass & Hops FC, who dropped a 3-2 decision to Aldergrove United Lowlanders and have now played a 

game more than both ND 91’s and Cloverdale B.  

MATCH OF THE WEEK 

For the first time this season we check in on Division 2 and things in 2B might already be entering “must 

win” territory if we are going to have a title race.  North Surrey Mustangs A have been shirking off all 

challengers to this point of the season.  They have scored an incredible 28 goals already through their 

perfect five wins in five matches to begin the season.  They are led by star man, and Golden Boot leader, 

Joao Victor Carvalho who has already tallied up 10 goals.  Even if Coastal do manage to contain 

Carvalho, they will still have to worry about six goal man Raman Alhamid as well as Jason Jacobs who 

has netted four times.  At the other end of the pitch, it is goalkeeper Ahmad Alhalabi who will be doing 

his utmost to ensure North Surrey’s offense weapons can take the risks they need to score goals.  The 

Mustangs have been driven on so far by the top play of Jakr Othman and he will be keen to help guide 

his side to a sixth straight victory to clearly establish North Surrey as the favourites to win the title, even 

at this early stage. 

Indeed, Coastal FC are already six points back of North Surrey, however, Coastal have played a game 

less.  A win here and they would close that gap to just three points, while maintaining their game in 

hand.  It will likely take quite the defensive performance if they are to achieve this feat and, in that 

respect, Coastal all led by goalkeeper Arath Bello.  Coastal, of course, have not scored goals at nearly the 

breakneck pace that North Surrey have, but they have shown a penchant for being able to get the job 

done in close matches.  Coastal has been involved in three games so far that have been decided by just 

one goal, and they have one two of those games.  Further goals from Mandeep Sara and Seth Hayward 

would go a long way to furthering their cause, and both those players come into this match in good 

form.  There has long been a saying that you cannot win the title in October, but that you can lose it, and 

this might just be the epitome of that idiom for Coastal FC. 

North Surrey Mustangs A vs. Coastal FC goes Saturday night at 6pm at Hjorth Road #1. 

Send NEWS to media@fraservalleysoccer.com 

And for more information on the FVSL go to fraservalleysoccer.com 
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